Design and Engineering
Capture and communicate ideas with SMART business solutions

Enable cross-functional collaboration
When working with cross-functional, multidisciplinary teams, it’s easy for ideas
and decisions to be misunderstood or miscommunicated, especially when team
members, resources and experts are geographically dispersed. That kind of
misunderstanding can result in duplication of effort, mistakes and costly delays.
With the information-sharing and distance collaboration capabilities of SMART
solutions, you can bring everyone together in one room, regardless of location. With
our line of interactive whiteboards, display products, collaboration software, services
and support, you can transform your workplaces into dynamic collaboration spaces
where teamwork can thrive. You can brainstorm, work on schematics and designs,
analyse data, review schedules, and capture and distribute next steps to your team –
all without unnecessary travel.
Your notes and markups can be seen by all participants in real time and saved digitally
for easy distribution. Because decisions and feedback can be captured and made
available to stakeholders and colleagues immediately, you can identify potential design
issues before production, reduce misunderstanding, speed up decision-making and
ultimately complete your projects faster.
SMART solutions promote genuine collaboration, where everyone’s input counts
and the entire team is working toward a common goal. And being able to work on
the same document or file with local or remote meeting participants means you can
always tap into the best resources for the job.

Global business has made multiple-location meetings essential, but SMART solutions
can make them easy, effective and practical. With SMART solutions for design
engineering, you can:
• Improve design review and decision-making – share knowledge and
identify potential design flaws before production begins by demonstrating
project requirements and specifications
• Enhance cross-functional communication – edit documents simultaneously
with local or remote meeting participants, save your changes and distribute
the updated documents to your teams in real time
• Leverage your best resources – ensure you can always use the best team
for the job by being able to collaborate regardless of location
• Capture everyone’s input – annotate over designs and drawings, write
notes over your Microsoft® Office and Adobe® application files, or capture
whiteboarding notes as PPT or PDF screenshots
• Work with the same resources easily – connect SMART solutions to your
network and you can access your computer’s digital files and resources directly
from your meeting room
• Boost productivity and efficiency – save on the cost of misunderstanding
by ensuring everyone leaves meetings on the same page
• Streamline business processes – manage timelines, complex project
requirements and geographically dispersed teams

Clearer, more accurate communication
Three key things can make a difference to your business success – your people,
their ideas and how they work together. That’s what drives SMART solutions. And
it means SMART can help you deliver faster, better results across your business.

Authorised SMART reseller:
Contact Smart Presentations Limited
today on 01296 642000
or email info@presentations.co.uk
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